Estonians want control over land, economy

Associated Press

TALLINN, U.S.S.R. -- Members of an Estonian nationalist group accused the Kremlin on Sunday of sapping their republic's resources and demanded that Moscow give them greater control over their land and economy.

"We have been reduced to the level of slaves," said Enno Peets, a leader of the group.

President Mikhail Gorbachev has rejected the idea of Estonia's independence or sovereignty, and the Kremlin has taken over the republic's resources and control over its foreign policy, the speakers said.

"We are not going to be silent. We are not going to be deported by Stalinist crimes," Zappia, the independent newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary's University, quoted a speaker as saying.

No charges filed against ND alumni

By REGIS COCCIA

No charges will be filed against two Notre Dame alumni who were arrested at an off-campus party three weeks ago, according to Anthony Zappa, a South Bend attorney representing the alumni.

Zappa, a Notre Dame graduate, said he was notified by the St. Joseph County Prosecuting Attorney, Michael Barnes, about a week after the incident that no facts warranted any charges.

"Mr. Barnes reviewed the police reports and determined the charges were not warranted based on the facts in the reports," Zappa said. "That was the determination that was made, and I believe it was appropriate.

The alumni, Thomas Abod and Thomas Fink, both of Chicago, were arrested by the South Bend Police Department on Sept. 9 for alleged disorderly conduct. A police dog used in the arrest jumped on Abod and bit him, the police record stated.

Fink, who was accompanying Abod, tried to pull the dog away. Both men were then taken into custody. Abod was taken to Memorial Hospital for treatment of injuries from the police dog, according to the police report.

Both men were released from the St. Joseph County Jail on a $50 bond, according to Richard Kilgore of the South Bend Police Department.

In an interview after the Sept. 9 incident, Kilgore said it was not clear in the police report why the dog bit Abod. Kilgore could not be reached for further comment.

Zappa said he obtained copies of the police reports from the prosecutor's office and determined that the facts did not call for charges against either of his clients.

"Charges are not going to be filed, period. The bond both Mr. Fink and Mr. Abod paid has already been released to them," Zappa said.

Bush and Quayle differ over arms

NEW YORK--Sen. Dan Quayle said the United States should make completion of a treaty on limiting nuclear weapons conditional on Soviet participation, a position that differs from that of Vice President George Bush.

In an interview reported in the newspaper's Sunday edition, Quayle said he was worried the United States would not negotiate seriously on cutting conventional weapons if the two superpowers rejected a formal agreement in their strategic arms reduction talks.

"If we negotiate on START, what leverage do we have on conventional?" Quayle told the Times.

The Reagan administration had rejected the idea of negotiating talks on strategic nuclear arms with talks on conventional arms, saying it would delay completion of a strategic arms treaty. The Bush campaign has endorsed that position.

Quayle said in the interview he would follow administration policy if he became vice president.

The view of the Bush campaign is that we are going to proceed with START, and we want to talk about conventional arms control," Quayle said.

"But there has not been the linkage that I discussed." If Bush is elected President, Quayle said top officials "will sit down and discuss what the strategy is going to be on nuclear and conventional arms."
IN BRIEF

Father William Beauchamp, Notre Dame's executive vice president and campaign chairman for the United Way of St. Joseph County, reported the 1988 United Way fund drive has raised $966,000. The figure represents 29 percent of United Way's goal of $3,460,000. At a campaign report meeting last week, Father William Beauchamp thanked the companies and individuals who had contributed to the drive early and urged others to respond promptly. -The Observer

OF INTEREST

AIESEC will hold a training session tonight at 7:30 in 104 Hayes Healy. Call Jeff at 833-3776 for more information. -The Observer

GSU Women's Resource Committee will hold a brown bag lunch Tuesday at 12:15 in the Library Lounge. A representative from the National Organization for Women will speak on the Equal Rights Amendment. -The Observer

Post-Graduate Opportunities Night will be held Sunday from 7 to 10 p.m. at the CSC. Students are invited to discuss post graduation volunteer options. -The Observer

United Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War will meet at 8:30 p.m. in the Lewis Hall Party Room. New members are welcome. -The Observer

Crop Walk will begin 1:30 p.m. on Sunday at St. Joe's High School. The walk is a 10 kilometer fundraiser for hunger coalitions and the South Bend Food Bank. Sign up this week in all dorms. -The Observer

Sophomore Service Project Committee will hold an organizational meeting at 7 p.m. in the Dooley Room, LaFortune. Anyone interested in helping with the Runaway Shelter is welcome. -The Observer

Senior Reflection Group is now accepting sign ups at the CSC. Friday is the deadline. -The Observer

Urban Plunge registration ends today. ND students must return forms to the CSC, Campus Ministry, or dorm reps. SMC Students must return forms to the Office of Justice Education, Campus Ministry, or dorm reps. -The Observer

"Christ and Athletics" will be the topic of a lecture by Joe Yonto, assistant athletic director. The discussion is sponsored by the Fellowship of Christian Athletes tonight at 8 in St. Edward's Hall Chapel. -The Observer

Observer Of Interests and other public service announcements may be submitted at The Observer main office on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center until 4 p.m. prior to the date of publication. Of Interest announces free, campus-wide events of general interest. Lecture Circuit announces on-campus and local lecturers. Campus announces other events of general interest, free or paid. The Observer reserves the right to edit all submitted materials and determine if and where announcements will be published. -The Observer
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Don't worry, be happy' is bad advice

Bobby McFarlin may very well be a talented musician and a dazzling performer, but there is definitely something wrong with his song, "Don't Worry, Be Happy." Because every time it comes on the radio, people cringe. This is more than a case of pop stations killing a song about living the good life. It happened to Whitney's "Greatest Love of All." Bobby's problem is his message itself... Who buys it? He probably does. But then, he can buy a lot. He's made more than a million dollars with four words. Why should he worry? Does he have twenty-six thousand dollars in college loans to pay off? Does he have a total of eleven dollars to his name, 9 of which are in a checking account for which he cannot find the checks? Or, has he just realized that after forty thousand dollars in four years of college, that he could make more money holding a road construction flag than in his chosen career path? Probably not. But we have all faced these questions in the college community and "Don't Worry, Be Happy" just doesn't cut it as a solution for grey hairs and ulcers. Sociologists tell us that college-aged individuals face the most stress of all ages and maybe we could use a little of this simplistic advice, but deadlines, jobs and career plans kind of get in the way. Has his boss just told him that he could screw up a two-car parade? Did he have a Whitenstein song running through his head when he was trying not to think about the fact that he really had to go to the bathroom halfway through the LSAT exam on Saturday? Or did he try to drop a class he's never been to on Friday only to discover the last drop day was Thursday? Sure, if failing a class isn't something you'd mind too much, probably you shouldn't worry. But most of us don't intend to go to school to fail. Yet it happens to the best of us, and most of the time, worrying does no good for the situation. But, like snow falling on South Bend, worrying about these things is unavoidable. They have a way of staring us in the eyes like a praying mantis or of sitting on our shoulders and not worrying about it. People associate a worry-free life with being a 'blow-off'. A worry-free life is potentially hazardous when you fail a Music Appreciation exam for the last drop day of Marguaritaville, or when you declare yourself one too many academic holidays only to return to class and be handed a blue book by surprise. Maybe we should have been worrying all along about these kinds of things like the other things we worry about. The song has a point, in this case. No, we should not worry about being told that last night's date resembled a sweaty pig from Guam, or which color socks best match khaki pants. These things just don't matter, and are things that we worry about. It may be stupid, it may be productive, but it's definitely unavaliuable. That's why his point is moot and frustrating for people in a strive-to-success environment.

People don't exactly have control over whether or not they will worry. Things just come up and we have to live without reacting to them in the same way is virtually impossible.

Society doesn't work that way, either. If we don't worry, we won't get anywhere, and if we don't get anywhere, we won't be happy, because our reward structure isn't built to advance those of us who take off for Jamaica in the face of disaster and social responsibility. And, you can bet that Bobby doesn't totally buy into it, either. After all, making it in the music business means more than being a one-time-wonder, and the pressure is on for him to do another song. Don't worry, Bobby, now that you have annoyed your public, be happy.
Top ticket, and not running mates, sway voters' opinions

Associated Press

WASHINGTON—Democrats who hope Sen. Lloyd Bentsen will help the ticket win his home state of Texas and perhaps the presidential election could do well to regard the fate of Henry Gassaway Davis. Davis was Democrat Alton Parker's running mate when Parker ran for president against Republican Teddy Roosevelt in 1904.

The voters chose between Roosevelt and Parker, and their choice was Roosevelt by a 3-2 margin.

Experts concede that the vice presidential debate in Omaha, Neb., on Wednesday between Bentsen and Republican Dan Quayle may make a difference, but they say the voters' final decision will come down to a choice between the top of the tickets, Democrat Michael Dukakis and Vice President George Bush.

"Unless Quayle is absolutely destroyed in the debate with Bentsen, I don't think it will hurt Bush," said Leo Rubinf, a specialist in political history at George Washington University in Washington.

"People will be looking for Quayle to blow it," said Samuel Kernell, professor of political science at the University of California at San Diego. "If he can get through the debate in a competent fashion where he looks unexceptional, it will be a real success for him."

Eddie Mele Jr., a Republican political consultant, said, "I think it is reasonable to suggest that George Bush would have won Indiana (Quayle's home state) without Mr. Quayle, and with Mr. Bentsen, Mike Dukakis is still not going to carry Texas. So you wash that out."

"I think the odds are that Quayle will have little or no effect on the ultimate choice," said Thomas Mann, program director for governmental studies at the Brookings Institution.

Elspeth Rostow, a political scholar at the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs at the University of Texas, said Bush's choice of Quayle "doesn't seem to have too much effect on the voters, at least so far."

"I don't think, if indeed Bush was disposed to choose Quayle to appeal to women, that so far it has had that effect," Ms. Rostow said.

"I think the conventional wisdom that the selection of a running mate is rarely decisive one way or another is absolutely true," said Rubinf.

A survey conducted this year by the Hearst Corp. supports this view.

Eighteen percent of the 1,001 voters surveyed said they had changed their minds about a presidential candidate at one time or another because of their opinion of his running mate. Of those, 70 percent said they voted against that ticket.

Political experts agree that if a running mate has any effect, he is more likely to hurt than help.

Bloody phone caller harasses SMC students

By JULIE RYAN

News Staff

For the third year in a row, the St. Mary's Security Department has issued a newsletter advising students how to handle obscene phone calls, Director of Safety and Security Richard Chiebek said.

According to Chiebek, obscene phone calls happen at this time every year. A typical caller phones in the middle of the night, pretending to be friends with the girl who answers the call, said Chiebek.

He begins asking questions such as, "What are you doing?" and then progresses to more personal questions like, "What color of underwear are you wearing?"

In the newsletter, the Security Department advised students to immediately hang up when the caller starts asking personal questions.

Security warned students not to talk to strangers or to tell them they are uninterested.

If the obscene phone calls persist, Security can screen the calls or install a switch to eliminate all late-night phone calls.

In past years, the callers has identified himself as a representative of the National Education Association and asked students to participate in a sexuality survey. This year, the caller has been identified by "the panty question," Chiebek said.

FACULTY AND STUDENT RECEPTION

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE NEW GENDER STUDIES CONCENTRATION

October 4, Tuesday, 4 O'clock

Hesburgh Memorial Library Lounge
(Refreshments)
October 3-9

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

FIRESIDE CHATS
OCTOBER 3 - 7
12:15 P.M. * I.S.O. LOUNGE

CULTURE ON THE QUAD
OCTOBER 3 - 7
12 - 1 P.M. * FIELDHOUSE MALL

JOSIAH REGGAE CONCERT
OCTOBER 4
8:30 P.M. * THEODORES

ETHNIC ENTERTAINMENT
OCTOBER 3 - 7
4:30 P.M. * FIELDHOUSE MALL

TASTE OF NATIONS
OCTOBER 8
9 P.M. - 1 A.M. * STEPAN CENTER

MAKEBA / MASEKELA CONCERT
OCTOBER 9
8 P.M. * STEPAN CENTER

Sponsored by Multicultural Executive Council
OPEN steps of the Administration

A series presented by the Freshman
Colleges to add to the intellectual base from which the freshmen can plan their futures.

JAMES T. BURTCHAELL, C.S.C.
"IS THERE LIFE BEYOND ARTS AND LETTERS? THE ADVANTAGES OF MAJORING IN A USELESS DISCIPLINE"

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1988
7:30 P.M.
AUDITORIUM OF THE HESBURGH LIBRARY

A reception will follow the lecture.

PLAY THE UNIV. PIZZA FB POOL
(no purchase necessary)

WIN A 2 TOPPING FULL SHEET & 6 SODAS

THAT WEEK'S GAMES

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS:
Mon (10/3) 1/2 sheet with 2 toppings $9.99
Tues (10/4) buy any 1/4 sheet and get 2 free Cokes Wed (10/5) 1/2 sheet with 4 toppings $10.99
Thurs (10/6) 2 free Cokes with any pizza order

FREED DELIVERY 277-8889
University Pizza Delivery
18055 State Road 23 (behind Campus View)

Open until Midnight Sun-Thurs
Open until 3am Fri/Sat

Matt Highbarger
'ND '89 owner

Sending an international message

the participants hope to bring the divestment issue to the attention of the administration.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!! ATTENTION STUDENTS!!

NOTRE DAME'S DEVELOPMENT PHONE CENTER NOW HIRING
(Located in Badin Hall)

75 Student Positions Available
$4.50 Per Hour
Flexible evening hours: 7:15-10:30; Some daytime hours

All interested are invited to an informal
Open House / Information Session at the Development Phone Center
October 5 from 7:00 pm - 8:00 pm
PLEASE JOIN US

For more information, call Carol McCloy, 239-7938

FRESHMAN LECTURE SERIES

A series presented by the Freshman Year of Studies and the Colleges to add to the intellectual base from which the freshmen can plan their futures.

Racial problems in South Africa remain

Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - Government officials are elated by the success of their diplomatic offensive to portray the black African, but fees of apartheid said Sunday the campaign does nothing to resolve domestic racial problems.

"Africa is talking to South Africa," President P. Botha said after meeting Saturday with President Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire. It was Botha's third summit with a black African leader in three weeks.

City Press, South Africa's largest-selling black newspaper, described the visit to Zaire as "sheer hypocrisy." An official of the African National Congress guerrilla movement condemned Mobutu for agreeing to meet Botha.

Apartheid establishes a racially segregated society in which the 26 million blacks have no vote in national affairs. The 5 million whites control the economy and maintain separate districts, schools and health services.

"I have often stated that South Africa has something to convey to Africa, and especially to southern Africa," President Botha said. "Now, suddenly, it seems they are coming to grips with this truth."

City Press, in an editorial Sunday, said, "What is the point of achieving peace and stability with neighbors when your own country is engulfed in flames?"

Apartheid must be abolished and negotiations held with legitimate black leaders, City Press said. "Until these minimum demands are met, Mr. Botha can tour the rest of Africa as much as he likes - peace will not come to this country."

Stanley Matiniza, the ANC's chief representative in Zim- babwe, said African leaders should shun Botha because he "executes people who are victims of an inhuman society, as well as political prisoners."

The summit also drew criticism in Zaire, where troops fired warning shots to disperse university students protesting Botha's visit.
Military officials are puzzled by US jet fighters' high accident rate

Associated Press

WASHINGTON—The Navy and Air Force, each puzzled by an unexpected increase in accidents this summer involving high-performing jets, have failed to find a common thread to explain the mishaps, officials said.

From a historical standpoint, the current accident rates for Navy and Air Force fighter and attack jets are not out of line, according to officials. Indeed, they said the Navy is actually enjoying one of its all-time safest years for aviation.

Accident spurs involving the Navy's F-14s and the Air Force's F-16s have prompted both services to launch careful monitoring campaigns. The Air Force said it has found no equipment problems, but has changed some of its pilot training techniques and increased supervision because of the rise in mishaps.

Officials said last year's F-16 accidents involved pilots who lost consciousness as a result of fast aerial maneuvers or who became disoriented and lost track of where they were.

No one injured in hijacking

Associated Press

NEW YORK—Three Haitian soldiers armed with rifles who forced their way onto an American Airlines jetliner in Haiti were arrested Saturday when the plane landed at Kennedy Airport, officials said.

No one was injured in the incident, said American Airlines spokesman Jim Brown. The three men had surrendered their weapons before the airplane left Port-au-Prince, airport employees said.

American Airlines Flight 658 took off at 4:40 p.m. after the three soldiers slipped under a wire fence that surrounds Port-au-Prince International Airport and ran aboard the plane, airport employees said.

Radio Haiti Inter said the plane's captain agreed to fly the three men to New York, the plane's destination. The station said the men made no political statements.

American Airlines Flight 658 looked a 4:40 p.m. after the three soldiers slipped under a wire fence that surrounds Port-au-Prince International Airport and ran aboard the plane, airport employees said.

Radio Haiti Inter said the plane's captain agreed to fly the three men to New York, the plane's destination. The station said the men made no political statements.

Eric Boucicault, director American Airlines in Haiti, said "three soldiers on duty entered at the end of the line of passengers with a determined air. We could not refuse their entrance. As a result of negotiation, they deposited all their arms, pistols and rifles, in the pilot's cabin.

"Now they are seated calmly in their seats, and normal service is being maintained," he said before the airplane landed in New York.

Flight 658 runs daily between New York and the capital city of Port-au-Prince, where it arrives about 8:15 p.m. in New York. The three men were arrested without incident, Brown said.

"They intended no harm to anyone, there was no threat of violence," said James Fox, director of the FBI's New York office. "They just said they wanted to leave Haiti for New York City."

American Airlines Flight 658 took off at 4:40 p.m. after the three soldiers slipped under a wire fence that surrounds Port-au-Prince International Airport and ran aboard the plane, airport employees said.

Radio Haiti Inter said the plane's captain agreed to fly the three men to New York, the plane's destination. The station said the men made no political statements.

Eric Boucicault, director American Airlines in Haiti, said "three soldiers on duty entered at the end of the line of passengers with a determined air. We could not refuse their entrance. As a result of negotiation, they deposited all their arms, pistols and rifles, in the pilot's cabin.

"Now they are seated calmly in their seats, and normal service is being maintained," he said before the airplane landed in New York.

Flight 658 runs daily between New York and the capital city of Port-au-Prince, where it arrives about 8:15 p.m. and leaves after 4 p.m.

"The pilot did a super job," said passenger Cameron Smith of Boston. "He negotiated a deal with them. He put them up in first class and tended to them the rest of the way."

Other passengers were not immediately let off the plane as authorities questioned them. The approximately 200 people who were waiting for the flight's arrival said they were not told about the incident until the plane landed.

Haiti has been beset by turmoil in recent weeks.

Prisoners of old-fashioned correction systems, freedom is here.

Smith Corona's Correcting Cassette means an end to twists, tangles and fumbles. It's an easy-to-load, drop-in correction tape you can insert in mere seconds.

There are no spoils to unwind. No complicated threading. No more muddering under your breath. It's that simple. What's just as simple is our Right Ribbon System. It simply prevents you from using the wrong combination of ribbon and correction cassette.

You'll find our Correcting Cassette and Right Ribbon System on the Smith Corona XL 2500 typewriter. You'll also find lots of other great features on the XL 2500—like the Spell-Right™ 50,000 word electronic dictionary, full line correction, WordEraser™ and more.

You might expect a type-writer this sophisticated to cost a bundle, but the XL 2500 is surprisingly affordable. All of which makes it one of the best values you can find today.

Case closed.
Editor's Note: All interested are urged to visit the Post Graduation Opportunities Fair at the Center for Social Concerns on Tuesday, Oct. 4, from 7:30-10:30 p.m. Speeches, workshops, and information on more than 30 groups, including Peace Corps, Holy Cross Associates, and others.

"Why volunteer?" Sitting around the kitchen table after dinner, my four housemates and I here in Puerto Rico quickly decided that the fundamental question this house should address. Over two hours later we had a list two pages long of reasons why we chose volunteer work as a post graduate option. Perhaps the most important conclusion we made is that there are many different reasons why one may choose to commit himself to a volunteer program as well as a variety of types of volunteer programs available. Post Grad Volunteer night at the Center for Social Concerns provided the potential volunteer with an opportunity to become better acquainted with several different programs.

Thomas Kelly

guest column

What would motivate a senior in college, finishing up four years of preparation for the work world or graduate school, to devote a year or two to volunteering? The choice to volunteer is not always an easy one. For every senior sure of her or his decision to volunteer, there are several unsure of whether their desire to volunteer is a wise one. Institutions and family expectations channel us in certain directions, and breaking the pattern of this process is not always easy. Some people will say that doing volunteer work is a waste of a year spent gaining work experience or continuing schooling. But how can a year spent facing personal challenges and opening oneself up to new environments be denied its inherent value? In the past six weeks we have been here, we can only marvel at how much we have learned, not only about the people we are working with, but also about ourselves.

Volunteer work also should not necessarily be viewed as a career "break," an interim between other endeavors. Several of my housemates, for example, have approached this year as a natural step in careers such as economics and law. Statistics and graphs can tell an economist all he thinks he needs to know about an area's economic character. But let him talk to a family living at the poverty level, and he will approach his material the next time in a very different manner.

No study or statistic tells the full story. So much more insight is gained through direct contact. For example, our situation here in Puerto Rico has made us aware of the colonial syndrome typical to most Third World nations as we had never understood it before. The colonial experience has left an indelible mark on the Puerto Rican people and economy for many cultural attitudes that are misunderstood by foreigners. Learning the American role here has also caused us to take a critical look at ourselves as members of a nation whose political, economic and cultural dominance is staggering.

Donoesbury
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Quote of the Day

"Much human suffering is related to the false expectation that we are called to take each other's loneliness away."

Henri Nouwen
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Notre Dame, IN 46556 (219)239-5303

Social work an option after graduation

For some people, living out the message of one's faith can be another motivation to become a volunteer. Living out the message of one's faith can take many different forms. The commitment to volunteer your services to a marginalized community is not an easy one. It requires the willingness to be willing to take a radically different lifestyle. What's the point in rejecting all the material things you love and your family worked so hard to gain? There is no easy answer. There is a feeling through. A feeling of solidarity and an attempt to understand, from the inside out, a part of society that is rarely given a voice.

And one does not need to necessarily go to a foreign country to feel the effects of living on the margins of society, of being a minority. Perhaps even more revealing is for one to enter a community in one's own country in which one is a minority. To perceive that you are being prejudiced by someone who knows nothing about you personally can be disconcerting to say the very least. To realize this is to open your heart and mind to a whole new perspective on culture, politics and economics among other things.

Another aspect of volunteering that provides an invaluable experience is community living. If my housemates and I learn nothing else this year, we will at least have learned the meaning of flexibility. Five persons and one car necessitates some clever planning and a lot of give-and-take. Community living also provides a framework for more learning. An experience is very little unless it is absorbed and looked at critically. My job is to provide each other with opposing views which cause us to reevaluate our own positions.

Reading over what I had already worked on, my housemates pointed out that I was not conveying adequately what I meant. Because I had failed to mention the "fun" side of the story. Sometimes we are blind to the obvious. "The toughest job you'll ever love" slogan comes to mind. The five of us are involved in several different programs in a community located fifteen minutes from San Juan. Our separate projects include organizing a cooperative of local artisans, running a soup kitchen for the elderly, and beginning a library program to encourage children to read. Every afternoon for three hours five of us also tutor children after school in various subjects. It is hard to describe the inner joy that is felt when that fifteen-year-old comes to you and tells you that he wants to learn how to tell time. Or when the old toothless woman grim sets from ear to ear when she sees you coming to the door with her lunch. And I cannot forget to mention the time and experiences shared with my new "family." Getting a flat tire at dusk down at the docks and discovering then that we had no jack or spare tire was only one of many. With all the good things that have already been and promises to be filled with new and exciting learning and growing experiences.

Thomas J. Kelly is a 1984 Notre Dame graduate currently living in Puerto Rico.

Senior Reflection

Proves Rewarding

Dear Seniors:

The Senior Reflection Groups are an outstanding opportunity for seniors to meet and discuss some common interests and feelings as they near the end of their four years at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. We feel that it is a minority. To perceive that you are being prejudiced by someone who knows nothing about you personally can be disconcerting to say the very least. To realize this is to open your heart and mind to a whole new perspective on culture, politics and economics among other things.

Another aspect of volunteering that provides an invaluable experience is community living. If my housemates and I learn nothing else this year, we will at least have learned the meaning of flexibility. Five persons and one car necessitates some clever planning and a lot of give-and-take. Community living also provides a framework for more learning. An experience is very little unless it is absorbed and looked at critically. My job is to provide each other with opposing views which cause us to reevaluate our own positions.

Reading over what I had already worked on, my housemates pointed out that I was not conveying adequately what I meant. Because I had failed to mention the "fun" side of the story. Sometimes we are blind to the obvious. "The toughest job you'll ever love" slogan comes to mind. The five of us are involved in several different programs in a community located fifteen minutes from San Juan. Our separate projects include organizing a cooperative of local artisans, running a soup kitchen for the elderly, and beginning a library program to encourage children to read. Every afternoon for three hours five of us also tutor children after school in various subjects. It is hard to describe the inner joy that is felt when that fifteen-year-old comes to you and tells you that he wants to learn how to tell time. Or when the old toothless woman grim sets from ear to ear when she sees you coming to the door with her lunch. And I cannot forget to mention the time and experiences shared with my new "family." Getting a flat tire at dusk down at the docks and discovering then that we had no jack or spare tire was only one of many. With all the good things that have already been and promises to be filled with new and exciting learning and growing experiences.

Thomas J. Kelly is a 1984 Notre Dame graduate currently living in Puerto Rico.
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Dear Seniors:

The Senior Reflection Groups are an outstanding opportunity for seniors to meet and discuss some common interests and feelings as they near the end of their four years at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. We feel that it is our duty and responsibility to come better acquainted with several different programs.
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CBS soaps light up the nighttime for viewers

Joe Bucolo

To Be Continued

The soaps will be higher and thicker than ever this year as CBS prepares three prime time soaps for the crucial upcoming season. After all, nighttime soaps are a dying breed... or are they? CBS intends to make this season special for the fans of "Knots Landing," "Dallas," and "Falcon Crest" by showing that these bubbly serials are still in the game.

"Knots Landing," which airs on CBS Thursdays at 9 p.m., is the strongest of these soaps. Due to its realistic nature, emotional plotlines, and major appeal to young viewers, the show is able to keep its audience in knots while still maintaining a huge number of viewers. The major questions on "Knots" stem from the cliffhanger episode in which Jill Bennett (Pat Peterson) Formerly Hope on Ark) and Clayton Farlow (Howard Keel) named Carter McKay (George Kennedy) will move into the Krebbs ranch shortly after Ray (Steven Kanaly) and Amy (Dracilla Presley) bid Dallas a fond adieu. Minor characters April (Sheri Wilson) and Casey (Andrew Stevens) will assume major roles this year while the fate of Pamela Ewing continues to bother Bobby (Patrick Duffy).

Once television's top-rated show, "Dallas" has had its share of ratings problems. In an attempt to regain the show's high status, show executives have rehashed the show's format. "Dallas" will continue in a serial format but will focus more on Texas and Southfork ranch. Episodes will feature more outdoor scenery and turn away from such far-fetched plots as Ray's "fatality attraction to a killer. Show executives hope these changes will arouse more viewer interest in the show.

The vineyards of California will have more than their fill of drama as "Falcon Crest," which airs after "Dallas," will take up where "Dallas" left off last season. The wines will certainly have a more ethnic flavor this year as the show presents the nighttime soaps' first Hispanic family.

Formerly Hope on "Days of Our Lives," Kristian Alfonso will portray Pilar Ortega, the daughter of Angela Channing's (Jane Wyman) foreman. Pilar is an ambitious banker who will rapidly become one of the show's main characters as the character of Melissa Aiken is written out of the show. David Rafei will play Pilar's brother, still unnamed.

Another actor from the nighttime soaps' daytime counterparts will star in the show. David Becceott (Trent of "One Life to Live") will play Melissa's cousin, an intellectual vanguard caught in the crossfire between the Channing and Agretti families. Regular cast member David Selby will be back as Richard Channing.

"Falcon Crest" intends to improve its ratings by regaining the show's central premise and luxury. There will be no wild terrorist plots this year as the show's plots localize themselves mainly in the Tuscan Valley. There will be many new, expensive sets as well to restore the show's shiny look.

When the fall season begins, the nighttime soaps will intrigue and entice their audiences and appeal to the next generation of soap viewers. With new characters, new sets, new plots, and a new season ahead of them, the shows will attempt to regain their esteem and keep their audiences covered with soaps.

Bill Watterson
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SPORTS BRIEFS

The SMC co-ed volleyball 4-on-4 intramural tournament team captains must attend a meeting on Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the Angela Athletic Facility lounge. This is the only time that entries will be accepted. Entry forms are available at all Saint Mary's dorms and at Haggar Center. -The Observer

The Notre Dame men's soccer team beat Detroit 3-1 and tied Wisconsin 0-0 in weekend action. Details will appear in tomorrow's Observer. -The Observer

The Notre Dame women's golf team placed 16th in the 12-team Michigan State Invitational over the weekend. Ohio State won the event with a 54-hole total of 903, followed by Northern Illinois with 958. The Irish scored 1,052. Kris Lazar led the Irish with a 255 (87-84-84), followed by Roberta Bryer with a 276, Heidi Hansan at 262 and Pandora Fecko, who finished at 265. -The Observer

Officials are needed for Saint Mary's flag football and for the Saint Mary's 4-on-4 volleyball program. If interested, call Maureen Harty, assistant athletic director, at 284-5548. -The Observer

Wish your friends a Happy Birthday through Observer advertising. Call 239-5303 for details.

Rice continued from page 16

Reggie Ho and a goal-line stand by the Stanford defense to end the first quarter kept the Cardinal in the game longer than it might have been. But Stanford quarterback Brian Johnson fumbled the snap on the first play after the goal-line stand, and Notre Dame's Ned Bolcar recovered the ball on the Cardinal 1-yard line.

This time the Irish crossed the goal line, as Mark Green jumped over 16 seconds into the second period. Rice added the two-point conversion on a keeper and the rout was on.

"When they stopped us at the goal line and got the ball back, and then fumbled on the very next play, that was big," Holtz said. "That got the team up. I'm not saying it turned the game around, because it didn't. I thought we controlled the football game."

The Irish amassed 332 rushing yards to Stanford's 59. Cardinal running back John Volpe was the only Stanford player with positive net rushing yards, gaining 67 on 17 carries.

Green gained 63 yards on 10 carries for the Irish. Sophomore tailback Tony Brooks (12 carries, 59 yards) scored from five yards out, dragging Stanford defender Mike Newton with him most of the way, to make the score 21-0 in the second quarter.

Rice's passing touchdown was a three-yard toss to freshman tight end Derek Brown on the first drive of the third quarter. Brown and split end Pat Eilers each caught two passes, while sophomore flanker Ricky Watters led the Irish with four receptions for 51 yards.

Stanford's run-and-shoot offense managed 215 passing yards, 158 coming from back-up quarterback Jason Palumbis. Palumbis replaced Brian Johnson early in the third quarter and was 16-of-23 with a touchdown pass.

But Notre Dame was again overpowering behind its young offensive line, which continues to erase any early-season doubts about its ability to replace all five starters from last year.

"We had a great challenge coming into this game," junior guard Tim Grunhard said. "They have two all-American candidates in (Ray) Hukste‌tein and (Andy) Papathanasius, and we took that as our challenge. But we like knocking people in the dirt. I guess they learned that the hard way."

You can work your way to the top.
Season ends with Boggs, Gwynn regaining titles

Associated Press

Tony Gwynn of the San Diego Padres won his second consecutive National League batting title this time with the lowest average in the league's 129-year history, and Wade Boggs of the Boston Red Sox led the American League in hitting for the fourth consecutive year.

Gwynn, who didn't play Sunday, batted .336 and became the first AL player to win four consecutive batting titles since Rod Carew of Minnesota from 1972 through 1975. The only NL player with more consecutive batting titles was Ty Cobb, who won nine straight from 1907 through 1915.

"It's my fourth in a row. You want to be the best and that's the way to measure it, so it's very gratifying," Boggs said.

Boggs had 214 hits, becoming the first player this century to get 300 or more in six consecutive seasons.

A year after offense reached record levels, pitching dominated. There were 3,180 home runs, a 28.7 percent decrease from last year's record of 4,458.

There were just five NL pitchers who had 20-game wins, an increase from two last year. The AL earned run average dropped from 4.26 to 3.97, the NL from 4.08 to 3.45.

At the end of the season that ended with Houston all the possible pressure on an NL champion, batting titles, this time with the lowest average in the league's 129-year history, and Wade Boggs of the Boston Red Sox led the American League in hitting for the fourth consecutive year.

Gwynn, who didn't play Sunday, batted .336 and became the first AL player to win four consecutive batting titles since Rod Carew of Minnesota from 1972 through 1975. The only NL player with more consecutive batting titles was Ty Cobb, who won nine straight from 1907 through 1915.
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A year after offense reached record levels, pitching dominated. There were 3,180 home runs, a 28.7 percent decrease from last year's record of 4,458.

There were just five NL pitchers who had 20-game wins, an increase from two last year. The AL earned run average dropped from 4.26 to 3.97, the NL from 4.08 to 3.45.

While batters struggled, pitchers flourished. There were six 20-game winners, up from six last year. The AL average dropped from .361 to .359. The NL average fell from .265 to .248.

There were just five NL pitchers who had 20-game wins, an increase from two last year. The AL earned run average dropped from 4.26 to 3.97, the NL from 4.08 to 3.45.
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Soccer
continued from page 16
Dame's leading scorer. Marked closely by Terese Mar-
time, Zilvitis was able to execute on her first half scoring
attempts. "We knew Saint Mary's was a good team," said Zilvitis.
"I was looking for a tough match."

Three minutes into the second half the Belles made it 2-0, when a hard Kathy Revane shot ricocheted off the left post and into the lower right corner, beating Irish keeper Kelly McCrystal.

The field lights came on during the second half, however, and so did the Irish. Not ready to give up, they struck back with four un-
answered goals to win the match handily, 4-2.

Sophomore Michelle Ric-

hards started off the scoring for Notre Dame with a high lobe to the top of the penalty box at 80:12. Zilvitis got her chance at 67:30 when off a pass from sophomore Bernie Holland she was able to draw the Belles' keeper out of the box and slip the ball straight into the net.

"We changed our offense in the second half," said Zilvitis.

"By putting in a center striker we left the sideline open and could switch the ball more. That way Mimi (Suba) could get in the crosses and we could just put it in."

A perfect header by Notre Dame senior Kathleen Bir-

mingham at 74:00 put the Irish ahead for the first time, 2-1.

Suba recorded the assist.

Junior Joy Sieslak finished out the scoring with 16:30 left, off another Suba assist. "We were so psyched at halftime," said Suba. "We've been working on the crosses, and as soon as we got our timing down we did alright."

Irish assistant coach Neil Schmidt explained the strat-
egy. "Our passing attack is basi-
cally using the touchlines. We

hope to avoid going through the middle, because too many turn-
overs occur there."

"Notre Dame showed a lot of courage," said Saint Mary's head coach Tom Van Meter. "Most of the teams we've played so far would give up if they were down 2-0. They played their game plan, and they stuck with it. They ex-

ecuted on the simple things, and

they played their strengths." "We got up early in the game, but you have to play the full 90 minutes," continued Van Meter. "We had some very nice counterattacks in the last 10 minutes. We're going to get bet-

ter. This is a nice move from where we were last year."

The two teams meet again on October 13, at Saint Mary's.

Rush
continued from page 16
"For the most part, our line dominated up front," Johnson said. "We had the better line going both ways, and that's why we controlled the game and were able to run and pass the way we did. That's why we are becoming a complete off-

cense."

Johnson gives three reasons why the running game has been so productive in the first four games of the season.

"Number one, Coach (Jim) Strong does a great job putting us all together and getting us to do the right thing," Johnson said.

"Second, we all have a desire to play well, to get the job done. And third, we play together and know we are part of a team. We are oriented within the team to be able to do well as a team.

"Maybe the best test of the running game is yet to come. The Pitt Panthers held the Irish rushing offense to 103 yards (less than one-half this year's average of 200 yards per game) last season at Pittsburgh.

"Pitt is a talented team," Holtz said. "Defensively, they're outstanding. They've always expectedly well and totally together against us and they've whipped us. That's something that really concerns us. To tell the truth, I don't know how we are."
Men upset Providence at National Catholic meet

By SCOTT BRUTOCO
Sports Writer

The men's cross country team has done it again, starting off as the underdog and finishing as the victor, this time at the 9th Annual National Catholic meet.

The meet, held on Friday at a specially designed five-mile circuit at the Burke Memorial Golf Course, saw the Irish emerge victorious, accumulating a meet-low 46 points.

Second place finisher Loyola (Ill.) collected 75 points, and Providence finished at a distant third with 96.

Was this a big upset?

“I think it is,” said Head Coach Joe Piane, who is also the director of the meet. “I didn’t expect that much of a margin between ourselves and Providence. Providence has an outstanding team, but our runners did an excellent job.”

Providence entered the race as the favorite, with Loyola a close second. However, the Irish runners proved to be too much for them, taking three of the top ten spots and four of the top eleven.

Included in those top ten finishes were senior captain Dan Garrett and senior Ron Markezich, who tied for first place, uncontested, with times of 25:23, and junior Mike O'Connor finished in 11th at 25:50.

Freshman Mike Drake had an impressive meet, finishing in 26:08, which was good enough for 26th place.

Sophomore Matt Romone finished 32nd with a time of 26:15, and classmate Ryan Cahill finished 46th at 26:32, but was slightly bothered with an injury.

The ease with which the Irish won came as a surprise to most everybody, especially considering their times were not the greatest.

“Dan (Garrett) and I were surprised that no one really challenged us that hard,” said Markezich. “Our plan was to pick up the pace after about 1 1/2 miles, but no one was there. We didn’t have to pick up our speed at all.”

“We had the capability of finishing fourth in the top seven,” said Piane. “I know it sounds arrogant, but I don’t mean to be. We have a really good club.”

Piane can only hope that their times can be much better, considering that the Notre Dame Invitational takes place this Friday, and they will need better times than they had last Friday to win.

The Irish also will have to improve much more as a team, with less of a margin, if they expect that much of a margin didn’t run that well,” said Garrett. “If we don’t get our act together, we’re going to get killed at the Notre Dame Invitational.”

“We’re pleased we won, but we know we have to improve a lot more as a team, with less of a gap in between our first and fifth man.”

Irish women battle injuries to take sixth place at Catholics

By MARY GARINO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's cross country team turned in some good individual efforts as they captured sixth place among 19 teams at the National Catholic Championships on Friday.

Providence College was first overall with 62 points, 26 points less than the second team, Boston College. Notre Dame totaled 133 points.

Theresa Rice's ninth place finish with a time of 18:44 led the way for the Irish, and she was followed by freshman Lucy Nusrala, who took twelfth. Both runners had strong races against a group of over 120 women.

Junior Tom O'Rourke came through in sixth place with a strong time of 25:13, and junior Mike O'Connor finished in 11th at 25:50.

“The surprise for the Irish was the performance of junior Linda Filar, who crossed the finish line in fifteenth place with a time of 19:19. Filar was not expected to finish so high, especially because she had been bothered by a sore foot during practice this past week.

Notre Dame women's coach Tim Connelly was impressed with Filar.

“I hadn’t seen her compete well until this race,” he said. “She did a good job.”

The problem for Notre Dame was that neither of the Irish was able to run at the Notre Dame Invitational.

Sophomore Jenny Ledrick is still out, and had she run she would have finished around twentieth, which was her place last year in this same meet. As it was, Notre Dame’s fifth runner was sixty-first.

“If Ledrick had raced we would have moved up 40 places,” said Connelly. “That means we would have come in fourth.”

Both the coach and the runner have said they hope to make the race more competitive than last year. The Col¬ leges at Catholic Championships were all Division III, but the Irish hope to make a stronger field next year.

“We'll be better with a stronger field as we're going to be power houses in the Midwest, and we think we can put a stronger team together, we're going to get more as a team, with less of a gap in between our first and fifth man.”

OPENING SOON

COACH’S
South Bend’s Newest Restaurant

Now accepting applications for: cooks, busers, servers, etc. Benefits, paid vacations, %tips
Part time 8-20 hours
Full time 40 hours or more
Apply from 1-7, Monday-Friday
Very close to campus
phone 277-7678

SWEETSPOT
RAQUET SHOP
277-9011
Inside Turners Soccer
BIG RAQUET SALE!
Same day stringing
Certified by USRSA
M-F 9-6, Sat 9-1

STUDENT HAIRCARE SAVINGS!
COUPON SAVINGS!

$1 OFF STUDENT CUT
Reg. $8

$5 OFF ANY PERM

MasterCuts
family haircuuters
University Park Mall
277-3770

STUDENT HAIRCARE SAVINGS!

$1 OFF STUDENT CUT
Reg. $8

$1 OFF STUDENT CUT
Reg. $8

$5 OFF ANY PERM

MasterCuts
family haircuuters

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
SUMMER ENGINEERING FOREIGN STUDY

in
LONDON, ENGLAND

INFORMATION MEETING:
Wednesday, October 5, 1988
Room 356 Fitzpatrick Hall
7:00 p.m.
ALL ENGINEERING STUDENTS WELCOME!
Bears deal Bills first loss

Associated Press

Jim McMahon and Dennis Gentry provided the offensive thrust while Chicago's defense shut down Buffalo, handing the Bills a 24-3 loss on their return to the NFL season.

McMahon completed 20 of 27 passes for 290 yards and two touchdowns, and Gentry raced 58 yards, the longest run of his career, on a reverse for another Bears score.

"Give all the credit to Jim McMahon," Chicago coach Mike Ditka said. "He took a lot of big shots and it's up to us to attack and Jim made things happen."

Gates 24, Redskins 23

Odessa Turner caught eight passes for 103 yards and a touchdown and the New York Giants moved to 4-0, handing Washington 24-17.

In Seattle, a place they hadn't won in their last three visits, the Giants, 3-2, held a 24-9 lead in the third quarter but stumbled late. Rodney Peete visited the end zone.

"Art's team," said Bronco head coach Rob Ruck. "They've got at least 10-12 strong, really good athletes and they've definitely improved from last year. They took advantage of our errors and just played with more confidence.

The Irish had every reason to be confident, coming off of Friday's truncing of Butler. It took Notre Dame only 44 minutes to completely annihilate Butler in three games, 15-2, 15-2 and 15-8, as the Bulldogs could only manage a paltry .065 hitting percentage for the match.

Irish dominated game one, establishing a 10-1 lead behind a two-man army of Bennett and Waller, before the Bulldogs realized what hit them.

And just about every Irish player did hit the Bulldogs, as the team recorded a .600 hitting average for the game with only one error.

Game two gave Butler much of the same, as shea, Shewman, waller and Bennett as-saulted the Butler defense, which only could manage two team blocks for the entire game, with an errorless .733 team hitting percentage.

The entire Notre Dame roster saw action before the end of game three after Walker and Bennett left the game with 10 and six kills, respectively, behind hitting percentages of .656 and .833.

Kathy Cunningham and sophomores Rachel Hall and Jai Bruno all recorded impressive .667 hitting percentages for the match and Shea followed close behind with .832.

USC beats Washington; Miami wallops Mizzou 55-0

Associated Press

"Good teams have to be able to win on the road," says UCLA coach Terry Donahue. And seven members of the Associated Press Top Twenty, led second-ranked UCLA and No. 3 Southern California, did just that.

In Seattle, a place they hadn't won in their last three visits, the UCLA bruins needed a 48-yard pass from Troy Aikman to Reggie Moore with 1:28 left to beat No. 16 Washington 24-17.

Southern Cal had an easier time in Tucson. Rodney Peete threw three touchdown passes to Art roofs, leading the Trojans to a 38-15 victory over Arizona.

UCLA and Southern Cal are 4-0, as is No. 20 Oregon, a 34-13 winner at San Diego State. However, Saturday's game was the Bruins' first Pac-10 contest while USC and Oregon are 2-0.

Meanwhile, No. 1-ranked Miami pounded Missouri 35-0, fourth-ranked Auburn hammered North Carolina 47-21 and No. 5 Notre Dame trounced Stanford 42-14.

Miami 55, Missouri 0

Steve Walsh threw four touchdown passes and backup Craig Erickson added two more as Miami rolled to its 76th consecutive regular-season victory.

Walsh threw scoring passes of 29 yards to Rob Chudzinski, 9 to Dawkie Davis and 44 to Randal Hill as the Hurricanes opened a 21-0 first-quarter lead and led 38-0 at halftime as Miami outgained Missouri 349 yards to 29 in the first 30 minutes.

Auburn 47, North Carolina 21

Auburn ran for six touchdowns, two by freshman Fred Love and two more on reverses by wide receivers Alexander Wright and Freddy Waygand. The Tigers piled up 511 yards and led 8-0 before North Carolina scored.
CAMPUS

Noon MEC, ISO, and the Philippino Club presents 'Culture on the Quad' at the fieldhouse mall.

4:30 p.m. MEC presents Irish folk songs on the fieldhouse mall as part of their ethnic entertainment series.

6:30 p.m. SMC Religious Studies Video "The Diary of a Country Priest," Carroll Auditorium.

7:00 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre Film "Ohayo," directed by Yasujiro Ozu, Annenberg Auditorium.

9:00 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre Film "Spies," directed by Fritz Lang, Annenberg Auditorium.

DINNER MENUS

Notre Dame
Chicken Romano
Sweet & Sour Pork
Sausage Pepper Grinder
Broccoli Cheese Casserole

Saint Mary's
Chili Nachos
Veal Patty
Swiss Cheese Croquettes
Deli Bar

BUY OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Matrues
2 Phoenix neighbor
5 State, in Sessions
9 Separated
12 Simon's husband
13 In the buff
15 More recent
18 Latin word
18 Busy as -
19 Spicy shrub, also called faze
20 Pioneer suffragist
21 A solid alcohol
24 Williams's "Leave — to Heaven"
25 Phoenix neighbor
26 Indecent substance
27 Sunlight
31 South Seas parrot
32 What the dr. ordered
33 Uffizi treasure
34 Den
35 Jackson or Jeffreys
36 "Somebody de bay!"
37 Pitcher
38 S.African plant
39 Temerance advocate
40 Studio prop
41 Thin; fine:
42 Take stride
43 Yorkshire river
44 Uncanny
45 Basque headgear
47 Tour
48 Ellis or Long
49 N.B.A. figure
51 Kind of light used in a theater
52 Blackfin snapper
53 Last of a series
54 "Somebody de bay!"
55 Clio sidekick
56 "Somebody de bay!"
57 Golconda
58 Met staple
59 "-Plenty o' Nuttin'
60 Patriotic org.

DOWN
1 Accumulate
2 Entire range
3 Undo
4 Shankar's instrument
5 Make possible
6 Saxhorn
7 Capital of South Yemen
8 Bicuspids, e.g.
9 Cat, goat or rabbit
10 Peasant
11 Askew
12 -adjudicata
13 Duct's follower
14 Customary, conventional
15 Mattisse or Pétain
16 More recent
17 Latin I word advocate
18 Busy as -
19 Spiny shrub, stride also called faze
20 Pioneer suffragist
21 A solid alcohol
22 Matisse or Petain
23 A solid alcohol
24 Williams's "Leave — to Heaven"
25 Phoenix neighbor
26 Indecent substance
27 Sunlight
28 In the buff
29 "Ride a Horse": Macinnes
30 Winged
31 South Seas patriot
32 What the dr. ordered
33 Uffizi treasure
34 Den
35 Jackson or Jeffreys
36 "Somebody de bay!"
37 Pitcher
38 S.African plant
39 Temerance advocate
40 Studio prop
41 Thin; fine:
42 Take stride
43 Yorkshire river
44 Uncanny
45 Basque headgear
47 Tour
48 Ellis or Long
49 N.B.A. figure
51 Kind of light used in a theater
52 Blackfin snapper
53 Last of a series
54 "Somebody de bay!"
55 Clio sidekick
56 "Somebody de bay!"
57 Golconda
58 Met staple
59 "-Plenty o' Nuttin'
60 Patriotic org.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1 Kind of light used in a theater
2 Entire range
3 Undo
4 Shankar's instrument
5 Make possible
6 Saxhorn
7 Capital of South Yemen
8 Bicuspids, e.g.
9 Cat, goat or rabbit
10 Peasant
11 Askew
12 -adjudicata
13 Duct's follower
14 Customary, conventional
15 Mattisse or Pétain
16 More recent
17 Latin I word advocate
18 Busy as -
19 Spiny shrub, stride also called faze
20 Pioneer suffragist
21 A solid alcohol
22 Matisse or Petain
23 A solid alcohol
24 Williams's "Leave — to Heaven"
25 Phoenix neighbor
26 Indecent substance
27 Sunlight
28 In the buff
29 "Ride a Horse": Macinnes
30 Winged
31 South Seas patriot
32 What the dr. ordered
33 Uffizi treasure
34 Den
35 Jackson or Jeffreys
36 "Somebody de bay!"
37 Pitcher
38 S.African plant
39 Temerance advocate
40 Studio prop
41 Thin; fine:
42 Take stride
43 Yorkshire river
44 Uncanny
45 Basque headgear
47 Tour
48 Ellis or Long
49 N.B.A. figure
51 Kind of light used in a theater
52 Blackfin snapper
53 Last of a series
54 "Somebody de bay!"
55 Clio sidekick
56 "Somebody de bay!"
57 Golconda
58 Met staple
59 "-Plenty o' Nuttin'
60 Patriotic org.

THE MISADVENTURES OF BUZZ McFLATOP

Hey, why is that big green pylon walking around on the sidewalk?
That's not a pylon! It's a tree!

But isn't Stanford's mascot the Cardinal?
I suppose. But cardinals live in trees.

Oh, I thought it was a Cardinal — the kind that puts around with the Pope.

Maybe it is a pylon.

"Hey! Ernie Wagner! I haven't seen you in, what's it been — 20 years? And hey — you've still got that thing growin' outta your head that looks like a Buick!"
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THE MISADVENTURES OF BUZZ McFLATOP

Hey, why is that big green pylon walking around on the sidewalk?
That's not a pylon! It's a tree!

But isn't Stanford's mascot the Cardinal?
I suppose. But cardinals live in trees.

Oh, I thought it was a Cardinal — the kind that puts around with the Pope.

Maybe it is a pylon.

"Hey! Ernie Wagner! I haven't seen you in, what's it been — 20 years? And hey — you've still got that thing growin' outta your head that looks like a Buick!"
Volleyball team abuses Broncos, beats Butler

By MOLLY MAHONEY
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's volleyball team used and abused visiting Butler and Western Michigan this weekend in quick, three-game matches to establish a four-game winning streak at home.

The Irish, led by the brilliant setting of freshman Julie Bremner and her teammates' phenomenal hitting, used their talent to exploit the opponents' weaknesses and abused them with an unstoppable offensive attack.

Notre Dame controlled the tempo of the first game against a perennially strong Western Michigan team and turned it into a 15-8, 15-4, 15-8 sweep. The second game was a little closer, 15-9, 15-12, 15-13, but Notre Dame still owns the match, with 2-0 and 2-1, a pair of three-game sweeps. The Irish will face a top ten team Wednesday night in Chicago.

The Bronco's bid for a sixth straight year of being ranked ended with a thud, dropping Western Michigan to a 1-7 season. The Irish will need only to defeat the University of Michigan on Nov. 8 to win the Big Ten conference title.

The Irish have a whole new look for the last part of the season with the return of seniors Kelly Johnson and Tricia Troester.

Johnson had six kills, a streak of runs during the third, and a flurry of kills from seniors Mary Wagner and Donna Stolze. Troester had 24 assists and 10 digs, a double-double performance.

The Irish are back on the road this weekend to play at Purdue and Michigan State at 7:30 p.m. the games are both Wednesday night and Thursday night.

Rush thrives as Johnson returns

By THERESA KELLY
Assistant Sports Editor

Last week, the Irish rushing offense gained 321 yards on the Purdue Boilermakers, averaging 8.9 yards per carry, making 13 first downs and scoring three touchdowns.

But something was missing. Anthony Johnson returned at fullback for the Irish Saturday against Stanford, sending Tony Brooks back to tailback. The result?

Against a Cardinal defense tougher than that of the Boilermakers, the running game dropped to a still-respectable 59 against Stanford, 110 per carry, making 10 first downs and scoring five touchdowns.

Johnson has been out of the Notre Dame lineup with an ankle sprain suffered against Michigan State Sept. 17. Brooks’ total of 110 yards against Purdue was reduced to 74 against Stanford, but he didn’t seem to miss much, besides scoring the game’s first touchdown.

"It’s not fun sitting, and that is a motivation to work hard and get back in the game," Johnson said. "Anthony Johnson played well," Irish head coach Lou Holtz said. "They seem to complement each other out there. We tried to control the football and do what we had to do."

As always, some credit for the improved rushing game goes to the offensive line, albeit the Irish four times and one Stanford fumble to move the ball sixes and score the second touchdown of the game.

"We played as a team," Holtz said. "We didn’t get the ball in there on the goal line, the defense came back and we got the chance."

Rush leads ND over Stanford

By MARTY STRASSEN
Sports Editor

Tony Rice threw the football like he was throwing darts Saturday.

And he ran like somebody was throwing darts at him.

Everyone knew the Irish quarterback could run like he did in Notre Dame’s 42-14 triumph over Purdue and it was a must to start Saturday’s contest.

Notre Dame, ranked fifth in the nation, boosted its record to 4-0 on the season.

Rice attributed much of his success against the Cardinal to a recently-acquired interest in throwing darts, inspired Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz.

"Me and Coach Holtz were talking about the position. I got some darts and just throw in my room," Rice said. "It seemed like it just carried on."

"Every night I just threw darts, and in practice I could see I was improving a bit."

"I’m going to keep throwing them. I think the Irish really helped out today." Rice’s ability to run the ball did not hurt the Irish passing game, either. When the Stanford defense key, the Irish receivers found plenty of room.

"The Notre Dame offensive line, with great protection from the Irish receivers found plenty of room.

"But Notre Dame steadily passed, including four in last week’s 59-7 Irish triumph over Purdue and six to start Saturday’s contest."

Notre Dame, ranked fifth in the nation, boosted its record to 4-0 on the season.

Rice attributed much of his success against the Cardinal to a recently-acquired interest in throwing darts, inspired Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz.

"Me and Coach Holtz were talking about the position. I got some darts and just throw in my room," Rice said. "It seemed like it just carried on."

"Every night I just threw darts, and in practice I could see I was improving a bit."

"I’m going to keep throwing them. I think the Irish really helped out today." Rice’s ability to run the ball did not hurt the Irish passing game, either. When the Stanford defense key, the Irish receivers found plenty of room.
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"Every night I just threw darts, and in practice I could see I was improving a bit."

"I’m going to keep throwing them. I think the Irish really helped out today." Rice’s ability to run the ball did not hurt the Irish passing game, either. When the Stanford defense key, the Irish receivers found plenty of room.